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Optical bistability with surface plasmons is studied assuming nonlinear polaritons in a Kerr medium. Significant
departures from the plane-wave results for the switching intensities and hysteresis curves are predicted.
Optical bistability continues to draw considerable attention,l and many different types of systems have been examined for its existence. Kaplan2 showed that the light reflected at the boundary of a nonlinear medium can exhibit hysteresis. He examined the cases of both positive and negative
nonlinearity of the medium. Wysin et al. suggested that the
field enhancement can be useful if surface plasmons are
excited in the metal film. 3 They made specific predictions
of the possibility of observing the bistability with surface
plasmons. Other geometrical arrangements 4 5 have also
been suggested for observing bistability using surface plasmons.
Theoretical research in optical bistability with surface
plasmons assumes that the waves in the nonlinear medium
are plane waves with a propagation vector whose magnitude
depends on the strength of the field in the nonlinear medium.3 4 These calculations then use the Fresnel formulas for
reflection and refraction from a layered medium 6 and replace the linear refractive index by the nonlinear refractive
index, assuming that the field intensity in the nonlinear
medium is homogeneous. If the field intensity is inhomogeneous, then the nonlinear refractive index becomes inhomogeneous. Thus the usual Fresnel formulas cannot be
used, as these are obtained by assuming that all the media
are homogeneous. 7 Note that in problems involving optical
bistability with surface plasmons, the fields in the nonlinear
medium are going to be inhomogeneous because of the surface character of the waves. Thus any spatial dependence of
the field intensity E will make e inhomogeneous, and therefore one should obtain the electric field in the nonlinear
medium by solving the nonlinear wave equation. Such nonlinear solutions are now being studied in the context of
nonlinear surface polaritons.8' 0 It is clear that one should
investigate what happens to surface-plasmon bistability if
the solutions in the nonlinear medium are taken to be one of
the family of nonlinear polaritons. In this paper we present
results for optical bistability assuming nonlinear polaritons
in the dielectric material. Numerical solutions show that
the hysteresis curves are quite sensitive to the plane-wave
assumption. The bistability threshold is higher than what
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is predicted by plane-wave solutions in the nonlinear dielectric. The switching intensities are found to be about two
times higher than those obtained by using plane-wave solutions in the nonlinear dielectric.
We assume Kretschmann configuration. A TM-polarized
plane wave is incident from the prism of the dielectric constant El (y > 0) at an angle 0 on the silver (metal) film with
the dielectric function e2. The incident wavelength is such
that surface plasmons are excited in the metal film. The
nonlinear dielectric (Kerr medium) occupies the domain y <
-h. The Kerr medium is characterized by a dielectric function,
2
e=e3 +aIEI
.
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8

Stegman and Seaton suggested the use of the wave equation
for the magnetic field Hz in the Kerr medium, which they
write asl
2
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)H = 0,

By writing
H = H0 (y)exp[ixk 0 (el)ll2 sin 0],
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we get a simpler equation for Ho,
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If we write Ho = A eiO, then
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Assuming A to be constant and 0 to be real, Eqs. (5) yield
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provided that
a'A 2

-
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g > 0.
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Hence the magnetic field becomes
Ho = A exp[iky(E3 + 'A
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This gives propagating solutions in the nonlinear medium
with a wave vector depending on the intensity of the field.
To get solutions localized to the surface we put dk/dy = 0,
and then we find the solution appropriate to surface waves,
H°=

(2 )1/2
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) eiC,
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nn II

Here C is a constant and yo, which is real, is to be fixed by
the boundary conditions. Solution (9a) is obtained under
the condition
g2-_a IHol2 >

Note that in the limit of yo

.
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-, Eq. (9a) goes over to
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which is the correct surface waveform in the linear medium.
It may thus be useful to introduce A3 instead of yo. The x
component of the electric field in the nonlinear medium has
the approximate form
E = i (2
x
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Fig. 1. The reflectivity UR/Uj as a function of the incident field
intensity Uj in the Kretschmann configuration for various values of
the angles of incidence: 0 = (1) 53.9°, (2) 53.920, (3) 53.94°. The
curve marked W is from the research of Wysin et al. for 0 = 53.9°.

Since the other media are linear, we can take plane waves
as solutions in the prism and the silver film. Using now the
boundary conditions at the surfaces y = 0 and y = -h, we get
equations giving the incident magnetic field A1 and the reflected magnetic field B, in terms of the parameter yo:

Al =1 ( 2 )1/2 g
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0

The inset gives the switching intensity as a function of the angle of
incidence.
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The parameters fij are defined by

fl= Eikjy/Ejkiy,

k3y = kg.

In terms of the intensities defined by
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~
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basic equations (11) and (12) can be written as
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Here kiy is the y component of the propagation vector in
ith medium, assuming that all the media are linear,
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Equations (16) and (17) are numerically evaluated to eliminate the parametric dependence on U and to obtain U as a
function of Uj. Numerical solutions are shown in Fig. 1 for
the same parameters as those used by Wysin et al.: E = 3.6, E2
= -57.8 + i.6 at X = 1.06 ,um, eQ = 2.25. The nonlinear
medium is taken to be CS 2 . Figure 1 also shows the result of
Wysin et al. obtained by using plane-wave assumption for
fields in the nonlinear medium. The surface-plasmon angle
05p for X = 1.06 ,m, and, for the dielectric constants mentioned above, is found to be 53.760. Figure 1 shows that
departures from plane-wave results could be significant.12
Using nonlinear solutions (9), switching intensities are almost twice those of the plane-wave case. The inset in Fig. 1
also gives the behavior of the switching intensity as a function of the angle of incidence.
Thus our analysis has shown the importance of the inhomogeneities in the field in the Kerr medium. These inhomogeneities result from the spatial dependence of E and the
nonlinearity of the medium.
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Note added in proof: We recently investigated optical
bistability with long-range surface plasmons. We found
that, with a suitable choice of parameters, the switching
intensities are much lower (approximately 2 orders of magnitude) than those required for optical bistability with
short-range surface plasmons.
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